“Where service and safety meet”

SPECIALIZED TO MEET YOUR EVERY NEED

(630) 815-2300
www.AtlasAerials.com
Atlas Aerials is based out of Aurora, Illinois. We have a full fleet of JLG equipment available to support all your projects requirements. Atlas Aerials is committed to safety while watching our customers bottom line.

**Ordering Aerial Equipment?**
Things to know when ordering aerial equipment:

- Max platform height needed.
- Welders needed on telescopic booms.
- Ground conditions equipment will be on.
- Dimensions of openings lift going through.

**Other Items To Keep In Mind:**
- Do you need an operator to run equipment.
- We can provide Local 150 certified operators.
- Are there any overhead obstructions.
- Ground conditions.
- Delivery restrictions.

**List of Solutions**
**Atlas Aerials Provides.**
We have...

- Telescopic Booms
- Telehandlers
- Scissor Lifts
- Vertical Mast Lifts
- Spyder Cranes
- Carry Decks
- All Terrain Cranes
- Hydraulic Cranes
- Forklifts Manned or Bare Rental
- Material Baskets
- Man Baskets
- Concrete Buckets
- Parts & Service
- New/Used

**24 HOUR SERVICE**
Call Atlas Aerials anytime!
(630) 815-2300
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Telescopic Boom Lifts
• Available for daily, weekly or monthly rentals
• Rough terrain filled tires
• Welder available
• Power package
• Sky Air

Telescopic Forklifts
• Available for daily, weekly or monthly rentals
• Certified operators available to run
• Rough terrain tires
• Jib attachment available

Scissor Lifts
• Available for daily, weekly or monthly rental
• Diesel Power Available
• Fast efficient charging system with longer run time
• Up to 1,000 lbs. capacity

Vertical Mast Lifts
• Available for daily, weekly or monthly rentals
• Super efficient electric drive increasing run time
• 500 lbs. capacity with 5” turning radius for tight workspaces

Atlas Aerials is Fully Insured and proudly serves the entire Midwest.
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Atlas Aerials provides 24 hour service. Call anytime! (630) 815-2300
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